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Guideline

Metal hydrides are expected to play a unique role in opening

specific solutions for future reversible energy storage systems

from very large to intermediate scales up to intergrated

devices, for both stationnary and mobile applications.

However, magnetic and electronic aspects of certain 

materials will play key role in capture the

renewable energies :

Strong magnets for wind-mills, sensors…

Magnetocalorics for refrigeration…

Thermo-electrics, photo-voltaic

Also ageing and corrosion have to be probed.

Most of nuclear based technologies are well adapted to 

investigated and probe both storage and ancilaries solid state 

materials



Introduction

The intrinsic and extrinsic properties of many (magnetic) 

compounds having potentially high applied properties (hard 

magnets, very soft materials, magnetostrictive and 

magnetocaloric materials, alloys forming hydrides…) must be 

probed at different scales in their characteristics, e.g. bulk to 

atomic and to orbital parameters.

Scales

Bulk (mm to cm)… Optic transducers, magnetostrictive
actuators,

soft magnetic circuits
Micrometric (1 to 10 m)… Magnetic domains

Mesometric (nm to 1 m)… Bits for magnetic recording

Nanometric (1 to 10 nm)… Magneto-optics films and layers

What scale to probe? A tutorial example :

A modern magnet is a cm-piece of hard magnetic material

e.g. :    Nd-Fe-B Nd2Fe14B + Nd20Fe20 + … Nd15Fe77B8

Nd-Fe-B + H2   Nd2Fe14BH5.5 low temperature

Nd-Fe-B + H2   NdH2.2 + Fe + Fe2B high temperature



few cm = size of a magnet magnetic induction at cm to 10 cm

Devices = electrotechnique, neutronographie

10 to 100 m = size of grains     process : pressing, orienting…

Corrosion process = X-ray and nuclear neutron diffraction, 
EXAFS, SEM

1 to 10 m = size of crystallites chemistry = phase equilibrium, 
anisotropy of texture…

Mechanical properties (ductile, fragile), magnetisation, SEM

0.1 to 5 m = size of domains coercivity

Micromagnetics, MOKE, XMCD-PEEM, TEM

few nm to m = intergrain size and interfaces

Neutron diffraction, ss NMR, XANES, EXAFS, SANS, TEM, 
AFM

0.1 to 0.3 nm size of atoms and coordination distances

Neutron scattering, 57Fe Mössbauer, μ+SR, PAC, EXAFS, 
XMCD and NMR spectroscopies, AFM



The best knowledge is gained when one is able to anticipate the

behaviourof optimised formula and the quality of the related

micro- to nano- structure by using panels of complementary

techniques. It is interesting to compare the respective 

advantages and merits of the different probing method reference

to their scales….

Atomic to sub atomic scale analysis = physics-chemistry of materialsAtomic to sub atomic scale aaanallyyysis = physiccccccccs-chhhheeemmmmistry of materialls





About techniques : allow analyse and understand parameters at

§ micrometric scale

§ nanometric scale

§ atomic scale

§ orbital scale

Static atom ordering (from crystal, defects to glasses)

Chemical bonding (coordination, distances, electronic state…)

Magnetic atom ordering (coupling forces and magnetic local 
polarisation)

Dynamics of atoms, intertitials and molecules

Chemical reactivity (bonding, surface, catalysts…)

Dynamics



Techniques Targets Probes      Parameters

Magnetisation electrons magnetic moments
Suceptibility (s, p, d, f) electrons couplings

X-ray scattering full electron electron atom
density ordering

EXAFS photo-electron n. neighbour atom
absoption atom coordin. ordering

XANES photo-electron orbital electronic
absorption overlaps state, bonds

XMCD photo-electron magnetically spin & orbit
magnet. absorption polarised trans. components

crystal-field

Magnetic neutron polarised spin density magnetic
scattering electrons (static–dyn.) orderings &

couplings
crystal-field

+SR muon (big electr.) electron density magnetism
positron annilat. (static–dyn.) diffusion 

muoniun bonds



Techniques Targets Probes Parameters

Nuclear neutron nucleus n° static nucleus atom order.
scattering interaction atom dynamics proton diff.
absorption absorption neutronography

Mössbauer nucleus electron moments
(Fe, Sn, RE) transition density electro. state
(synchrotron) polarisation electric field

PAC nucleus electron moments
(Hf…) transition density electro. state
(synchrotron) polarisation electric field

ss NMR nucleus spin electron moments
spectroscopy density electro. state

polarisation electric field
diffusion
dynamics

EPR
IR, Raman…
Compton
Annilation…



Short review on principles

Diffuse amplitude given by :

fN (k , k 0)  = -m/2 h2 V(r) exp –2 (H . r) d3r

Q = k - k 0 vawe vectors
nuclear potential V(r) is extremely short distance active

diffuse nuclear amplitude of isolated atom (nucleus)  is independant of q  

neutron (S = ½) scattering with nucleus (I) leads to 2 states

a+ = I + ½ and a- = I – ½ of respective population 2I + 2 and 2I

So coherent cross sections are defined :

Coherent bC = a +(I + 1) / (2I + 1) + a - (I) / (2I + 1)

Incoherent BI = (a + + a -) / (2I + 1) (indep. on H)

dipolar potential for magnetic scattering

fM (k , k 0)  = 2m/h2 (MN x e) .(Mel x e)  ~ e2/(m0c2) SN.Sel fel(H)



Double differential coherent and incoherent
diffusion cross sections

Quasi elastic neutron scattering

Chudley-Elliot model







EuRh2, EuPd2
heat of formation
of their hydrides

Applications



Multilayer with magnetically dead-layers

Application to H-inserted Fe/V and Fe/Cr multilayers
B. Hjörvarsson, H. Zabel et al

Dead layers in terms of Fe-Fe interlayer
magnetic couplings

Applications



AB : FeTi - FeTiH~1 (orth) – FeTiH1.8 (mon.)
H. Wernick et al

localisation of H atoms (4Ti-2Fe) octahedra
impact of the lattice distortion
diffusion coefficient, from line broadening

AB2 : Zr(Fe,Co)2 and Zr(Fe,Co)2Hx with 0 < x < 4
L. Ferreira et al

location of H atoms (2Zr-2M) tetrahedra
diffusion process with temperature
local weak magnetic polarisation related to
mobility of H

R6Mn23 : Gd6Mn23 – Gd6Mn23Hx with 0 < x < 30
G. Long W. Yelon et al.

location of H in a 4-5 site model
change in the magnetic ordering due to the
depleting of the valence band

Applications





Applications

Nuclear Forward Scattering
Static and dynamic hyperfine interactions

Nuclear Inelastic Scattering
Partial density of phonons

SR-PAC



AB2 : Zr(Fe,Co)2 and Zr(Fe,Co)2Hx with 0 < x < 4
J. Ayres de Campos et al

location of H atoms (2Zr-2M) tetrahedra
diffusion process with temperature
local weak magnetic polarisation related to 

mobility of H

TiVCr (BCC) and TiVCr hydrides reveal excellent
so-called «catalysts» to activate the hydrogenation/ 
dehydrogenation kinetics Mg MgH2 (ball-milling)
In fact ~5% addition of Zr(Hf)7Ni10 improves markedy
the activity of the TiCrV based composite alloy.
PAC analysis of Hf7Ni10 and 5% Hf7Ni10doped-TiVCr 
demonstrates a marked synergic effect at the grain 
boudary for a fast hydrogen diffusion in the composite 
alloys.
J. Gil et al

Ti0.5V2Cr0.5

Hf7Ni10

Applications





Applications

By probing the GdNi5 and GdNi5H6, both templates
of the well-known LaNi5Hx systems, magnetic μ+SR
spectroscopy allows determine prefered location
where muons precess and diffuse before their decay.
H. Weidinger



Applications

The A15 materials exhibit interestingly high super-
conducting temperature e.g. Nb3Sn ~22 K, a base
of superconductive wires of cryomagnet coils (e.g.
scanner).
Superconductivity has been related to a phonon
soft mode that condense down to a pre-martensitic
transition.
Hydrogen insertion in V3Si was proven to destroy 
very readily the superconducting behaviour. μ+SR 
spectroscopy was used to demonstrate the local 
impact on the electric field gradient, leading to 
modify enough the conditions to stabilise a soft
Mode and superconductivity.
H. Weidinger, A Yaouanc et al







NMR

Magnetic Moment Energy Level Transition 
Energy



Two major relaxation processes

Spin-lattice (logitudinal) relaxation  : T1  ( g and mobility)
Spin-spin (transverse) relaxation : life-time (coupling) 

broadening

Chemical Shift : electron nuclear-shielding

Spin –Spin coupling : e.g. molecular systems



Phase transitions in glassy metals - magnetic trends





To To investigateinvestigate solidsolid state state materialsmaterials

e.g.e.g. IntermetallicsIntermetallics –– MetalMetal Hydrides (Hydrides (MagneticsMagnetics))

manymany fullyfully complementarycomplementary andand performingperforming
techniquestechniques

revealsreveals performingperforming suchsuch asas

Neutron Neutron ScatteringScattering
ElasticElastic / / InelasticInelastic –– CoherentCoherent / / IncoherentIncoherent

Absorption Absorption EdgeEdge XX--raysrays SpectroscopiesSpectroscopies
XANES XANES –– EdgeEdge –– EXAFS EXAFS –– XMCDXMCD

as as wellwell asas

MMöössbauer ssbauer –– PAC PAC -- Muon Muon SpectrSpectr., NMR., NMR

thosethose providingproviding veryvery variousvarious scalesscales ofof windowswindows

on on thethe chemicalchemical andand physicalphysical propertiesproperties
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